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LEADERSHIP CANNOT BE TAUGHT

Russell L. Ackoff

Whatever the intentions of those who offer programs that promise

to transform managers into leaders, they are intellectual con men.

Such transformations are not possible. Leaders can no more be

created than artists. Both require an innate talent. To be sure,

leaders like artists can be made more effective by learning about

the materials available to them and how to use them. Knowledge

of the same tools and techniques can also improve managers, but

it cannot make leaders of them. Most people can be taught to

draw, even artists; but no one without talent can convert drawing

into art

The ability to lead, like artistic ability, is not always apparent.

It does not always lie on the surface of one's personality and

behavior. Education can draw it out and help it become more

effective. Managers may benefit from such education without it

making leaders of them. In addition, it may equip them to

recognize and support leadership ability in others.

Like drawing and art, management and leadership are not

best learned in a classroom but in a workplace where one can
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work under the guidance of one who knows how to do what one

wants to learn how to do. Apprenticeship is a much better way to

learn how to lead effectively, than by being talked at, especially by

someone who has never been a leader.

What's the difference between a leader and a manager and,

for that matter, between a manager and an administrator?

An administrator is one who directs others in the

pursuit of ends by the use of means selected by a third

party.

An administrator implements the will of another; for example, the

supervisor of a group of clerks handling either accounts

receivable, invoices, or payrolls. The tasks to be performed by

the clerks and how they are to be carried out are specified "from

above. II

The term 'administrator' is not used often in corporations

where they tend to be called "supervisors." In not-for-profit

organizations such as schools, hospitals, and government

agencies, use of the term is commonplace.

A manager is one who directs others in the pursuit of ends

by the use of means that he or she selects.

Managers decide what subordinates will do, when, where and

how. They have authority to enforce their will; that is, to reward
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and punish subordinates. lhose who manage by the exercise of

authority that can seriouSly threaten the survival, safety, or

security of those managed, are said to exercise command and

control.

The three principal functions of managers are decision-

making, directing implemeration of decisions that they and their

superiors make, and ranaging the interactions of their

subordinates and of the I unit they manage with rest of the

organization and its envirolment.

A leader is one wn« guides others in the pursuit of

ends by the use of mrans that they select or approve.

Leaders do not control fOIl/wers by the use of authority (power over)

but by the ability to influence them (power to). This ability we call

"charisma." To carry out hils or her functions a leader must be able to

articulate.

(1 ) an inspiring vision, one that others are willing to pursue

h doi I. if deven w en omq so requires sacn Ices, an

(2) a persuasive strategy, one that makes pursuit of the vision

under his or her leadership look potentially successful.

The ability to a~iCulate a vision that inspires-which

differentiates a leader from a mere guide-is an aesthetic ability. An

inspiring vision must be beautiful. Beauty is the property of man-
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made and natural things that inspires. The leader need not be the

one who formulates the vision that he or she articulates. For example,

Lenin articulated a vision formulated by Karl Marx. Some leaders do

both; for example, Churchill. The contrast between Lenin and

Churchill reveals that leaders, however effective, may lead to ends of

different value.

Groups may provide leadership as well as individuals.

Leadership may even emerge from a group of individuals none of

whom taken individually are leaders. Leadership, like art, can

emerge from or be amplified by the interactions of two or more

individuals; for example, Rogers and Hammerstein or Gilbert and

Sullivan.

The effectiveness of leaders depends on the extent to which

their followers, particularly those who are well educated,

participate in formulating and articulating the vision to be pursued.

One of the most effective ways to involve them in formulating and

articulating an inspiring vision is by use of a participatory process

called "idealized design."

Idealized design begins with the assumption that the

relevant system, institution, organization, or artifact involved no

longer exists, but its environment remains unchanged. Then the

designers prepare a design of that system, institution,

organization, or artifact with which they would replace the one that
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exists if they were free to replace it right now with whatever they

wanted, subject to only three mild but important constraints.

First, the design must be technically feasible.

This precludes science fiction but not innovation. However,

innovations cannot assume knowledge that currently does not

exist. For example, the idealized redesign of an automobile may

include the use of fuel cells because we know they are possible,

but it may not include an ability to run on water (although they

might on steam). Or in the idealized redesign of a school teaching

might be done by students with teachers serving as resources to

be used by students as they, the students, see fit. This is

technologically feasible and has, in fact, been done.

Second, the thing designed must be operationally

viable, able to survive in the current

environment.

This requires it to obey the law and relevant rules and regulations.

But it does not mean that the design must be capable of being

implemented now, or even in the future. What is required is that

closer and closer approximations to the design are possible over

time.

Some of the organizations that have employed idealized

design are: the White House Communication Agency, the city of

Paris, the government of Mexico City, the American Medical
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Association, the National Science Foundation, the Health Ministry

of Iran (prior to the revolution), the seven-hospital system of the

Sisters of Charity of Nazareth, and numerous corporations

including Alcoa, ARMCO, Canadian Pacific, DuPont, General

Motors, IBM, Imperial Oil, and Metropolitan Life.

In addition to the ability to articulate visions in an inspiring

way and to formulate a promising strategy for their pursuit, leaders

of organizational transformations must understand that their

organizations are systems, what kind of system they are, and

what this implies for effective management. Furthermore, they

must understand the nature of the changes taking place in their

organization's environment.

Here I only indicate a few of the less obvious implications

that I think leaders of organizational transformations must

understand.

First, they must understand why improving performance of

the parts of a system taken separately does not necessarily

improve the performance of the whole, and, in fact, may destroy it.

There are circumstances in which reducing the performance of a

part of a system improves performance of the whole. For

example, the use of "loss leaders" is an example of deliberately

making a particular product unprofitable in order to attract sales of

profitable products.
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Second, transformational leaders must understand why the

best place to tackle a problem may not be the part of the

organization in which it is first recognized; for example, why it is

better to treat a headache by swallowing a pill than doing brain

surgery. To know where best to attack a problem requires

understanding how interactions of the parts of an organization

affect the performance of the whole.

Third, transformational leaders must understand why

treating organizations not as organisms but as communities that

have a major obligation to serve the interests of their members. A

community is an organization in which ownership has no meaning,

and in which governance is "Iowerarchical," not hierarchical; that

is, authority flows from the bottom up, not the top down. In a

community subordinates select superiors, not conversely as in a

hierarchy.

Finally, transformational leaders must understand that

we are in the early stages of a change of age, one in which

our concept of the nature of reality and how to gain

understanding of it are undergoing a profound change.
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Abstract

Leadership is an art and, las such, requires talent. Talent can

be enhanced but not taught. Leaders must be able to formulate

inspiring visions and strategies for approaching them. Idealized

design can be used for this purpose. In addition, leaders must

understand the nature of social systems and what this implies, and the

nature of the transformations occurring in our way of thinking.
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